Dear Students,

**CHANGES IN PARKING ARRANGEMENTS NEAR ASTRO, TPM**

Please note the following important announcements with regard to the revised daily parking arrangements at TPM’s car park near Astro (Maxis).

These changes are effective from 2nd February 2010.

1. Due to shortage of Car Park lots in the existing area which is presently shared with IRIS, TPM has provided us with an area **exclusively allocated for UCTI students**, next to the existing Car Park area. The new area is denoted as **UCTI Park & Ride (Area A)** in the map. TPM is presently clearing and resurfacing this area, and painting the car park lots, before it is handed over to UCTI. According to TPM, this will be ready before Chinese New Year.

2. While **Area (A)** is being prepared, TPM has provided a temporary area, which is denoted as **UCTI Park & Ride (Area B)**. Students are required to park in this **(Area B)** only from Tuesday 2nd February. Please note that TPM will also no longer allow parking along the roads, and all cars will need to be parked in the designated areas.

3. **UCTI’s Park & Ride shuttle** will drop off and collect students in the area between areas (A) and (B) from 2nd February onwards. UCTI is in the process of building our own permanent shelter there for students’ comfort. The drop off and pick up point is denoted as **Pick Up Point on the map**.

4. When UCTI Park & Ride (Area A) is ready, its entrance will be fitted with a car park barrier and it will be manned by a security guard.
UCTI PARK & RIDE

1. Parking by the road sides are **NOT ALLOWED**.

2. There are no parking bay lines in UCTI Park & Ride (A) but students are advised to park their car accordingly in UCTI Park & Ride (B).

3. When UCTI Park & Ride (A) has been resurfaced, then all students will be allowed to park in this car park only.